Autumn's Bitcoin
Price Journey
Summary
Bitcoin and cryptocurrency investors have been closely watching the market
over the last few weeks that can be easily called as “bloody fall”, a historically key
time for major market moves. Thus, the whole community has been watching the
heartbreaking price drop from $10K in the end of Sepember to the roughly $7.2K
sometimes with $6.6K on the intraday.
But let’s have a quick throwback to the historical dates to compare where we
are right now in terms of Bitcoin market. For example, last November the bitcoin
price halved from around $6,000 per bitcoin to just $3,000, while the year before
November kicked off bitcoin’s epic bull run to almost $20,000. Through
Thanksgiving day that year, Bitcoin had already posted a monstrous 760% gain for
the year.
But what was happing for the past two months? Indeed, the bitcoin and
cryptocurrency market has been sliding so far this fall, in October and November,
with the bitcoin price going down roughly 30% during the last two months leaving
many bitcoin and crypto analysts scratching their heads over the exact cause of the
extreme market volatility. However, in long terms run despite its recent drop,
Bitcoin’s still up about 95% in 2019, though it’s far off its all-time high of near
$20,000 reached in December 2017.
The report below contains the timeline of the last two months with the most
significant price fluctuations during this time. In addition, they are linked to the
main news, events, rumors in the crypto world. To add some spice, most of the
price moves and crucial news regarding the crypto are backed up by the citation
from the famous and authorized ‘bulls’ and ‘bears’ along with the SEC ‘s
representative and crypto enthusiasts.

Conclusion
For better or worse, the fall 2019, especially November, has always been one to
remember in the world of Bitcoin. Take this period, when the world’s largest
cryptocurrency fell sharply, traded back the losses at the same pace and then kept
on the same intense drop for the end of month. As a result, the crypto world
remains silent as the market entered the winter period and everyone remembers
the last long crypto winter.

As it was seeing above, the Bitcoin posted it second-worst run in its history – the
leading coin saw it lose 30% of its value through the end of the month. The broad
scope of the news that are bright and different whilst from the different sides of the
world interfered the market in the end of the year. Thus, A swirl of negative
headlines pushed crypto prices lower this month, chief among them China’s sudden
and swift crackdown on the trading of digital assets.

Still, the decline has left many undaunted. If anything, they say, it’s a sign
cryptocurrencies are maturing -- the price swings are similar to those in other asset
classes. After all, the argument goes, it’s still a relatively nascent market. But above
all, let’s stay optimistic and follow on the Adam Back, Blockstream CEO opinion, that
is : “Nothing is above Bitcoin, no CBDC, no stablecoins.” And end the year with the
positive note.
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